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Abstract
Relational leadership is a relatively new term in the leadership literature, and because of this, its meaning is open to 
interpretation. In the present article I describe two perspectives of relational leadership: an entity perspective that fo-
cuses on identifying attributes of individuals as they engage in interpersonal relationships, and a relational perspec-
tive that views leadership as a process of social construction through which certain understandings of leadership come 
about and are given privileged ontology. These approaches can be complementary, but their implications for study 
and practice are quite different. After reviewing leadership research relative to these two perspectives I offer Rela-
tional Leadership Theory (RLT) as an overarching framework for the study of leadership as a social influence process 
through which emergent coordination (e.g., evolving social order) and change (e.g., new approaches, values, attitudes, 
behaviors, ideologies) are constructed and produced. This framework addresses relationships both as an outcome of 
investigation (e.g., How are leadership relationships produced?) and a context for action (e.g., How do relational dy-
namics contribute to structuring?). RLT draws from both entity and relational ontologies and methodologies to more 
fully explore the relational dynamics of leadership and organizing.
Keywords: relational leadership, entity perspectives, relationality
We consider the relational perspective and [the approaches within it] … to be at the fore-
front of emerging leadership thrusts. … The relational focus is one that moves beyond unidi-
rectional or even reciprocal leader/follower relationships to one that recognizes leadership 
wherever it occurs; it is not restricted to a single or even a small set of formal or informal 
leaders; and, in its strongest form, functions as a dynamic system embedding leadership, en-
vironmental, and organizational aspects. (Hunt & Dodge, 2000, p. 448).
While the concept of relationship-oriented behavior has been around since the earliest formal studies 
of leadership in organizations (Stogdill & Coons, 1957), the term relational leadership is surprisingly new 
(Brower et al., 2000; Drath, 2001; Murrell, 1997; Uhl-Bien, 2003; Uhl-Bien, 2005). Because of this, its mean-
ing is still uncertain. In traditional management discourse, the term relational means that “an individual 
likes people and thrives on relationships” (Lipman-Blumen, 1996, p. 165). Traditional research on lead-
ership examines behavioral styles that are relationship-oriented (Likert, 1961), meaning considerate and 
supportive (Stogdill, Goode, & Day, 1962) or leadership behaviors focused on developing high quality, 
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trusting, work relationships (Brower et al., 2000; Graen and Scandura, 1987; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995; 
Uhl-Bien et al., 2000).
In recently developing discourse (Drath, 2001; Hosking, in press; Murrell, 1997), however, the term re-
lational is being used to describe something quite different for leadership—a view of leadership and orga-
nization as human social constructions that emanate from the rich connections and interdependencies of 
organizations and their members (cf., Bradbury and Lichtenstein, 2000; Hosking et al., 1995). In contrast to 
a more traditional orientation, which considers relationships from the standpoint of individuals as inde-
pendent, discrete entities (i.e., individual agency) (Bradbury and Lichtenstein, 2000; Hosking et al., 1995), a 
“relational” orientation starts with processes and not persons, and views persons, leadership and other re-
lational realities as made in processes (Hosking, in press).
The more traditional orientation, which can be called an entity perspective because it focuses on individ-
ual entities, is consistent with an epistemology of an objective truth and a Cartesian dogma of a clear sep-
aration between mind and nature (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000). It assumes that: a) individuals have a 
“knowing mind,” b) individuals have access to the contents of their mind (mind contents and knowledge 
are viewed as properties of entities, as individual possessions), and c) these entities can be distinguished 
from other entities (i.e., people) and the environment (Dachler & Hosking, 1995). As such, the “knowing” 
individual is understood as the architect and controller of an internal and external order which makes sense 
with respect to the array of their personal “possessions” (their mind contents) (Dachler & Hosking, 1995). 
This view approaches relationship-based leadership by focusing on individuals (e.g., leaders and followers) 
and their perceptions, intentions, behaviors, personalities, expectations, and evaluations relative to their re-
lationships with one another (e.g., Hollander, 1978; Lord et al., 1999; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000). Dachler & Hosk-
ing (1995) call this approach a “subject–object” understanding of relationships: “Social relations are enacted 
by subjects to achieve knowledge about, and influence over, other people and groups” (p. 3).
The second, and less well-known, relational perspective views knowledge as socially constructed and 
socially distributed, not as “mind stuff” constructed or accumulated and stored by individuals: “That 
which is understood as real is differently constructed in different relational and historical/cultural set-
tings” (Dachler & Hosking, 1995, p. 4). Taking a relational orientation means recognizing that organiza-
tional phenomena exist in interdependent relationships and intersubjective meaning: “… [K]nowing occurs 
between two subjects or phenomena simultaneously, therefore we must attend to the multiple meanings 
and perspectives that continuously emerge…” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 552). From this perspec-
tive, knowing is always a process of relating; relating is a constructive, ongoing process of meaning mak-
ing—an actively relational process of creating (common) understandings on the basis of language; meaning 
can never be finalized, nor has it any ultimate origin, it is always in the process of making; and meanings 
are limited by socio-cultural contexts (Dachler & Hosking, 1995). Applied to leadership (Dachler and Hosk-
ing, 1995; Hosking, in press), a relational orientation does not focus on identifying attributes of individu-
als involved in leadership behaviors or exchanges, but rather on the social construction processes by which 
certain understandings of leadership come about and are given privileged ontology (cf., Meindl, 1995).
In the sections below I review leadership theory relative to these two perspectives. As we will see in 
this discussion, although both entity and relational approaches view leadership as a social process, what 
they mean by process, particularly with respect to their ontology and epistemology, is quite different. The 
former views relational processes as centered in individuals’ perceptions and cognitions as they engage in 
exchanges and influence relationships with one another, while the latter views persons and organizations 
as ongoing multiple constructions made “in” processes and not the makers “of” processes (Hosking, 2000). 
As will be described later in the article, these different ontologies result in very different ways of concep-
tualizing and operationalizing relational leadership, with the former adopting primarily a variable-based 
approach and the latter more of a constructionist approach.
Following this review, I present an overarching framework for the investigation of relational leader-
ship. I identify relational leadership as a social influence process through which emergent coordination 
(i.e., evolving social order) and change (e.g., new values, attitudes, approaches, behaviors, and ideologies) 
are constructed and produced. This perspective does not restrict leadership to hierarchical positions or 
roles. Instead it views leadership as occurring in relational dynamics throughout the organization; as will 
be discussed below, it also acknowledges the importance of context in the study of these relational dy-
namics (cf., Osborn, Hunt, & Jauch, 2002). Since space does not permit a detailed discussion, I provide 
some examples of the kinds of questions raised by a Relational Leadership Theory (RLT) framework, and 
discuss how these questions could be addressed and tested considering the potential contributions of both 
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entity and relational perspectives. I suggest that we are best served not by arguing over whether entity or 
relational offers the “best” way, but rather by considering how our perspectives will be informed if we 
view these issues from multiple orientations (cf., Fairhurst and Putnam, 2004; Hosking, in press).
1. The entity (individual reality) perspective
As described above, entity perspectives assume individual agency—that “organizational life is viewed 
as the result of individual action” (Hosking et al., 1995, p. x). Individuals are thought of as “entities,” with 
clear separation between their internal selves and external environments. These individuals are seen as 
possessing “the capacity to reason, to learn, to invent, to produce, and to manage” which serves as the ba-
sis for assumptions that “the ‘reality’ of management is understood as individual creation and control of 
order” (Hosking et al., 1995, p. x). Studies that align with this perspective explain relationships on the ba-
sis of the properties and behaviors of interacting individuals or organizations (Dachler & Hosking, 1995).
The predominant entity perspectives exploring relational leadership issues are the “relationship-
based” approaches to leadership research (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). From this perspective, leadership can 
be seen as a two-way influence relationship between a leader and a follower aimed primarily at attain-
ing mutual goals (Brower et al., 2000; Graen and Scandura, 1987; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1991; Graen and 
Uhl-Bien, 1995; Hollander, 1978; Hollander, 1979). In relationship-based approaches, the focus is on in-
terpersonal relationships, most often among leader–member dyads (Graen and Scandura, 1987; Uhl-Bien 
et al., 2000), but also leadership relationships that occur between a leader and a group (Hollander, 1964; 
Howell and Shamir, 2005) or among triads (Offstein, Madhavan, & Gnyawali, 2006) or larger collectivities 
(Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Graen and Graen, 2006; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995). Relationship-based per-
spectives view relationships in a traditional sense of the word—a relationship as a particular type of con-
nection existing between people related to or having dealings with each other (American Heritage Dictionary, 
2000)—and relational processes are considered relative to individual characteristics that leaders and fol-
lowers bring to their interpersonal exchanges.
1.1. Leader–member exchange theory
The most prominent relationship-based approach is the leader–member exchange (LMX) theory (Ger-
stner and Day, 1997; Graen et al., 1982; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995; Liden et al., 1997). According to Graen & 
Uhl-Bien (1995), the central concept of LMX theory is that leadership occurs when leaders and followers 
are able to develop effective relationships (partnerships) that result in incremental influence (i.e., leader-
ship, see Katz & Kahn, 1978) and thus gain access to the many benefits these relationships bring (Gerstner 
& Day, 1997). The theory describes how effective leadership relationships develop (Liden et al., 1997; Uhl-
Bien et al., 2000) among dyad “partners” (e.g., leaders and members, teammates, peers) to generate bases 
of leadership influence (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1991; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995), as well as demonstrates the 
benefits of these leadership relationships for organizational outcomes (Gerstner & Day, 1997).
LMX is an entity perspective because it focuses on the properties and behaviors of individuals as they 
engage in interactions with one another (cf., Dachler & Hosking, 1995). Uhl-Bien et al. (2000) describe the 
relationship development process as beginning with two individuals, who engage in an interaction or ex-
change sequence (a series of interactions). The nature of these interactions depends on several things:
First, it depends on the characteristics each individual brings to the relationship, including 
their personal, physical, and psychological makeup that remains relatively stable and dis-
poses them to approach interpersonal situations in a certain way (Phillips & Bedeian, 1994). 
Second, it depends on the individuals’ expectations of the exchange, which are developed 
based on past experience, outside information about the other, and implicit leadership the-
ories or ‘schemas’ (Lord & Maher, 1991). Third, it depends on their assessment of and reac-
tion to the exchange both while it is occurring and in retrospect (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961; 
Jacobs, 1971). (Uhl-Bien et al., 2000, p. 146-7).
In accordance with Dachler & Hosking (1995), this is a “subject–object” understanding of relationships 
and an entity perspective: “When a person is understood as a knowing individual s/he is being viewed as 
a subject, distinguishable from the objects of nature. The latter implicitly are viewed as passive, as know-
able and malleable only by the subject” (p. 3). In this case, the subject is the individual, and the object is 
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the relationship, which lies in the mind of the individual: “Relations are considered only from the point 
of view of the entity [the individual] considered as the subject in that relationship” (Dachler & Hosking, 
1995, p. 3).
1.2. Hollander’s relational theory
Another prominent relationship-based approach to leadership is that provided by (Hollander, 1964) 
and (Hollander, 1978). Hollander was one of the earliest scholars to adopt a focus on leadership as a re-
lational process (Hollander, 1958), a two-way influence and social exchange relationship between lead-
ers and followers (Hollander, 1979). According to Hollander & Julian (1969), (1) leadership is a process in-
volving an influence relationship, (2) the leader is one among other participants in this relationship, and 
(3) there are “transactions” (i.e., exchanges) that occur between leaders and followers, basic to which is the 
belief that rewards will be received for benefits given (cf., Homans, 1974; Jacobs, 1971).
Hollander’s model is relational and focuses on process, but considers this process from the standpoint 
of individuals—making it an entity approach. For example, in the idiosyncrasy credit (IC) model of inno-
vative leadership, leaders are given latitude for innovative behavior in a “credit-building” process that is 
a function of the followers’ perceptions of the leader’s competence and loyalty displays that engender fol-
lower trust in the leader (Hollander, 1958; Hollander, 1979; Hollander, 1992).
The essential point of the IC model is that leadership is a dynamic process of interpersonal 
evaluation: Individuals earn standing in the eyes of present or eventual followers and then 
have latitude for associations, including innovations associated with the leader role, that 
would be unacceptable for those without such status. (Hollander, 1992, pp. 72–73).
Moreover, while Hollander (1995) says that leadership is “a shared experience, a voyage through time” 
and the leader is not a sole voyager, he also says that “a major component of the leader–follower relation-
ship is the leader’s perception of his or her self relative to followers, and how they in turn perceive the 
leader” (p. 55). Hence, consistent with an entity perspective, this model describes processes that are lo-
cated in the perceptions and cognition of the individuals involved in the relationship.
1.3. Charismatic relationships
A third entity perspective of relationship-based leadership is offered in views of charisma as a social 
relationship between leaders and followers (Howell and Shamir, 2005; Jermier, 1993; Kark and Shamir, 
2002; Klein and House, 1995; Shamir, 1991; Weierter, 1997). This work began by considering the qualities 
of followers that lead them to identify with (Shamir, 1991) and react to leaders as charismatic (Klein and 
House, 1995; Shamir et al., 1993). It progressed into a consideration of the relationships that foster the per-
ception of the leader as charismatic. For example, Weierter (1997) suggested that objective social forces 
define and set the potential for charismatic relationships and provide the framework within which sub-
jective relationships are possible. Within his framework, different characteristics of followers (e.g., self-
monitoring and self-concept clarity) establish the role of personal charisma and the charismatic message 
of the leader in varying types of charismatic relationships (socialized, personalized, and social contagion) 
and affect the extent to which the charismatic relationship is maintained or re-created.
Building on Weierter (1997) and others, Howell & Shamir (2005) integrate self-identity theory with two 
types of charismatic relationships—socialized and personalized—to develop propositions about how fol-
lowers’ self-concepts influence the type of relationship they form with the leader. They consider how fol-
lowers may affect various stages of the charismatic relationship process, including susceptibility to char-
ismatic leadership, responses to charismatic influence, empowerment of the leader, and consequences of 
the relationship.
1.4. Relational and collective self
A similar perspective to the one just described is offered in work applying social cognition and iden-
tity to leadership (Hogg, 2001; Lord et al., 1999; Shamir et al., 1993; van Knippenberg et al., 2004). This 
work focuses on social self-concept—the extent to which individuals define themselves in terms of their re-
lationships to others (Andersen and Chen, 2002; Brewer and Gardner, 1996; Lord et al., 1999). Within so-
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cial self-concept are two distinct constructs: relational self, which emanates from relationships with signifi-
cant others, and collective self, which is based on identity with a group or social category.
1.4.1. Relational self
According to Brewer & Gardner (1996), “At the interpersonal level, the relational self is the self-concept 
derived from connections and role relationships with significant others” (p. 84). It is defined in terms of 
relationships with others in specific contexts—the sense that the self is construed from the responses and 
satisfaction of the other person in the relationship. Self-worth comes from the feeling that one is behav-
ing appropriately and acceptably with respect to the other (Brewer & Gardner, 1996). This idea is further 
developed by Andersen & Chen (2002), who describe the self as “relational—or even entangled—with 
significant others” which “has implications for self-definition, self-evaluation, self-regulation, and most 
broadly, for personality functioning, expressed in relation to others” (p. 619).
Andersen & Chen (2002) suggest that an individual’s overall repertoire of relational selves stem from 
all of his or her relationships, and serves as a major source of the interpersonal patterns the individual en-
acts and experiences in the course of everyday interpersonal life. Specifically, each individual has a rela-
tional self that is an embodiment of the unique self one experiences in relation to given significant others 
(i.e., a “significant-other representation”); when a significant-other representation is activated, the rele-
vant relational self is activated accordingly. This infuses the working self-concept with knowledge that is 
a reflection of the self in relation to the significant other, setting into motion a “transference” of the signifi-
cant-other representation to the individual who triggered it (Andersen & Chen, 2002).
In a specific application of these concepts to leadership, Ritter & Lord (2006) explore the issue of trans-
ference in leader–follower relationships by examining whether representations of relationships with for-
mer leaders that are cognitively stored by followers influence the perceptions of an incoming leader. In 
two studies, they demonstrate the existence of leader transference, with findings showing that leader ef-
fects on motivation and performance differ for individuals encountering a new leader who is similar ver-
sus one who is non-similar to previous leaders. Variables transferred from a similar leader are more likely 
to influence regulatory aspects of follower self-identity and goal setting than non-transferred variables.
Based on these results, the authors suggest that because transferred variables include information re-
garding how we see and feel about ourselves, the motivation to maintain positive self-views or eliminate 
negative self-views may be the underlying mechanism driving subsequent judgments and behavioral re-
sponses. The findings imply that leader transference processes may serve as a very early bias in the for-
mation of such relationships, such that followers of leaders who activate a negative significant-other rep-
resentation may be quickly turned off to relationship development attempts, while followers of a new 
leader who triggers a positive significant-other representation may be predisposed to form a beneficial ex-
change relationship with that leader (Ritter & Lord, 2006).
Consistent with Ritter & Lord (2006), van Knippenberg et al. (2004) call for more research on relational 
self-construal, or the extended sense of self that is based on the individual’s role relationships with the 
leader. Such relational self-construal “renders mutual benefit and mutual interest more salient, and mo-
tivates the individual to take the other’s interest to heart” (van Knippenberg et al., 2004, p. 828). Variables 
of interest for relational leadership based on self-construal might include motivations (self-interest versus 
other-interest, cf., Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003), affect (cf., Boyd & Taylor, 1998), and evaluations (i.e., whether 
feedback is reinforcing of relational self-worth or disconfirming, Lord et al., 1999). Moreover, van Knippen-
berg et al. (2004) suggest that personal identification with the leader may motivate followers to be loyal to 
the leader, and cause followers to experience the leader’s interest as a shared interest, enhancing leadership 
effectiveness. Relational self-construal may also play a role in dyadic leadership processes, offering a differ-
ent perspective to relationship development and formation than the role-making (Graen & Scandura, 1987) 
or social exchange (Liden et al., 1997; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000) explanations currently offered by LMX theory.
1.4.2. Collective self
Contrary to relational self-identities, which emanate from relationships with significant others, collective 
social identities do not require personal relationships among members (Brewer & Gardner, 1996). Instead 
they come from identification with a group, an organization, or a social category. At the collective level, 
identification implies “a psychological ‘merging’ of self and group that leads individuals to see the self as 
similar to other members of the collective, to ascribe group-defining characteristics to the self, and to take 
the collective’s interest to heart” (van Knippenberg et al., 2004, p. 828). This results in a “depersonalized” 
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sense of self, “a shift towards the perception of self as an interchangeable exemplar of some social cate-
gory and away from the perception of self as a unique person” (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wether-
ell, 1987, p. 50, as quoted in Brewer & Gardner, 1996, p. 83). Important at this level are the cognitive pro-
cesses that help reinforce and promote the collective welfare of the group (Lord et al., 1999).
Hogg (2001) uses the concept of collective self to develop what he called a “Social Identity Theory of 
Leadership.” Recognizing gaps in prior leadership theorizing that neglects consideration of the effects of 
larger social systems within which individuals are embedded, he offers a view of leadership as a “rela-
tional property” within a group: “Leaders exist because of followers and followers exist because of lead-
ers” (Hogg, 2001, p. 185). Considering that leader and follower are interdependent roles embedded within a 
social system bounded by common group or category membership, he presents a model of leadership dy-
namics grounded in social identity cognitive processes of “self-categorization” and “depersonalization.” 
Specifically, he proposes that leaders emerge, maintain their position, and are effective as a result of basic 
social cognitive processes among group members that cause them to: a) conceive of themselves in terms 
of an ingroup (i.e., self-categorization or identification with an ingroup prototype), b) cognitively and be-
haviorally assimilate themselves to the ingroup prototypical features (i.e., cognitive and behavioral deper-
sonalization, which produces normative or stereotypic attitudes and behavior), and c) to perceive others 
through the lens of ingroup and outgroup prototypes rather than as unique individuals (i.e., perceptual 
depersonalization of others, producing homogenization) (Hogg, 2001). The implication is that if leader-
ship is produced by these social psychological processes, then for an individual to be effective as a leader 
he/she must display the prototypical or normative characteristics of an ingroup member.
While the concepts of collective identity and collective self in the preceding paragraphs may sound 
like they more closely approximate a relational than entity perspective, they are included here because the 
processes described are primarily considered to occur in the “minds” of the individuals involved in the 
collectivity rather than in the social dynamic. In this way they appear more consistent with a constructiv-
ist (e.g., entity) than a constructionist (i.e., “relational”) perspective. As described by Bouwen & Hosking 
(2000), in a social constructivist perspective, “internal” processes are understood to be influenced by social 
relations, whereas social constructionism centers communication processes as the vehicle in which self and 
world are in ongoing construction.
1.5. Social networks
More recently, relationship-based leadership theory has begun to move beyond a focus on manager–
subordinate exchanges to consider other types of leadership relationships that can occur in the broader or-
ganization (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Graen and Graen, 2006; Offstein et al., 2006; Sparrowe and Liden, 
1997; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000). Although these approaches consider relationships in the context of larger col-
lectivities, they are still entity perspectives in that they focus on individual perceptions of relational qual-
ity and relational ties, rather than a socially constructed reality (Hosking et al., 1995).
In a much overdue integration of social network theory and leadership, Balkundi & Kilduff (2005) de-
scribe the key role that networks play in either supporting or negating the actions of individual leaders 
(whom they define as individuals who may or may not hold formal supervisory positions, cf., Bedeian 
& Hunt, 2006). According to Balkundi & Kilduff (2005), network theory has four core principles: the im-
portance of relations between organizational actors; actors’ embeddedness in social fields; the social util-
ity of network connections (i.e., social capital); and the structural patterning of social life (Kilduff & Tsai, 
2003). Building upon these principles, and particularly the importance of understanding interactions be-
tween actors rather than a focus solely on the attributes of actors, they present a model that allows one to 
“zoom” in and out (Ibarra, Kilduff, & Tsai, 2005) between individual level cognitions and the larger col-
lectivities in which individual leaders function and interact. This model uses as a starting point cognitions 
in the minds of leaders, and then expands to consider the broader social structure of the organization and 
the interorganizational realm (Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005).
This approach is an entity perspective because of its grounding in “cognitions in the mind of the leader” 
(p. 944), though at times the language used to describe the theoretical underpinnings sounds more relational:
An early treatment of network research on organizations stated that ‘the social network ap-
proach views organizations in society as a system of objects (e.g., people, groups, organiza-
tions) joined by a variety of relationships’ (Tichy, Tushman, & Fombrun, 1979: 507), whereas a 
more recent survey represented organizational network research as a movement ‘away from 
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individualist, essentialist and atomistic explanations toward more relational, contextual, and 
systemic understandings’ (Borgatti & Foster, 2003). The importance of understanding rela-
tionships as constitutive of human nature was stated as follows in a recent book: ‘Human be-
ings are by their very nature gregarious creatures, for whom relationships are defining el-
ements of their identities and creativeness. The study of such relationships is therefore the 
study of human nature itself’ (Kilduff & Tsai, 2003: 131). Our network approach locates lead-
ership not in the attributes of individuals but in the relationships connecting individuals. 
(Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005, p. 942).
Despite the relational tone in this quote, network theory has still not approached the relational (social 
reality) perspective described by Hosking and others (Hosking, 1988; Dachler, 1992). From a relational ori-
entation, network theory would focus on the dynamic interactions through which relational networks are 
enacted, including those that occur between people as well as those between people and other social con-
structions (e.g., constructions of natural and “man-made” things and events, such as markets, fair trade, 
etc.) (cf., Hosking, in press). Until now, network theory has appeared to be concerned with description 
(e.g., who talks to whom, who is friends with whom) and taxonomy (e.g., friendship network, advice net-
work, ego network) of relational links, focusing primarily on “mapping” network interconnections (e.g., 
identifying the number and types of links that occur among individual actors), rather than on how rela-
tional processes emerge and evolve—e.g., how these interpersonal relationships develop, unfold, main-
tain, or dissolve in the context of broader relational realities (including other social constructions).
1.5.1. LMX–MMX sharing network theory
In another integration of network theory and leadership, Graen (2006) offers a transformation of LMX 
theory to what he is now calling the “new LMX–MMX theory of Sharing Network Leadership” (p. 277). 
In this extension, he moves into what Graen & Uhl-Bien (1995) called “Stage 4” LMX research: expansion 
of dyadic partnerships to group and network levels. Building upon earlier work viewing organizations as 
systems of interdependent dyadic relationships, or dyadic subassemblies (Graen & Scandura, 1987), this ap-
proach recognizes the importance of both formal and informal influences on individual, team and net-
work flows of behavior (cf., Katz & Kahn, 1978). Describing two different types of working relationships, 
he calls for researchers to move beyond the more limited focus on manager–subordinate relationships to 
consider informal leadership that occurs outside formal reporting relationships—to address both LMX 
and MMX, with “LMX being vertical and MMX is every direction but vertical” (p. 276).
1.5.2. Triads
Consistent with Graen’s (2006) extension of LMX theory, Offstein et al. (2006) propose extending LMX re-
search beyond the dyad by introducing the triadic level of analysis. Using recently developed statistical mod-
els from network analysis (such as p*), they develop a theoretical framework that not only allows for ways 
to identify and analyze triads but also go beyond network theory to explain why particular triads form and 
how they function. Specifically, they develop and explore the constructs of competitive and collaborative in-
terdependence and introduce the notion of multiplexity within LMX triads, which suggests that the structure 
of a triad may be predicated on the content and nature of the relations that exist (Offstein et al., 2006). They 
suggest that triads are formed and exist to fulfill either competitive or collaborative motives, and depending 
on which of these tensions dominates, the management and outcomes of those triads are distinctly different. 
Moreover, they draw from Simmel (1950), Heider’s (1958) balance theory, and Krackhardt’s (1999) concept of 
Simmelian ties to describe how triad interactions differ from those in dyads, due to the more complex inter-
active dynamics that accompany the introduction of an additional person to the relational exchange.
1.6. Rost’s postindustrial leadership
Finally, another perspective that sees leadership as relationship-based, and also considers these rela-
tionships in the broader context of the organization, is (Rost, 1991) and (Rost, 1995) definition of “postin-
dustrial” leadership. Rost (1995) defines leadership as not what leaders do but what leaders and collabo-
rators do together:
Leadership is an influence relationship wherein leaders and collaborators influence one an-
other about real changes that reflects their mutual purposes. Leaders compete with other 
leaders for collaborators. Collaborators develop a relationship with leaders of their own 
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choosing, not necessarily those who have authority over them. Leaders and collaborators 
may change places. There may be a number of leadership relationships in one organiza-
tion, and the same people are not necessarily the leaders in these different relationships. The 
intended changes reflect the purpose or vision that leaders and collaborators have for an 
organization. That purpose is usually not static but is constantly changing as leaders and 
collaborators come and go, as the influence process works its effects on both leaders and col-
laborators, and as circumstances, environment, and wants and needs impact on the relation-
ship and the organization. (Rost, 1995, p. 134).
In this way, Rost (1995) sees leadership as a multidirectional influence relationship (i.e., it can act in any 
direction, not just from top down) in which leaders and collaborators are the actors in the relationship: “If 
leadership is what the relationship is, then both collaborators and leaders are all doing leadership. There 
is no such thing as followership” (p. 133). He does not suggest that all actors in the relationship are equal 
in influence (he says this can almost never be the case); the influence patterns are inherently unequal, and 
reflect intended real changes that reflect the mutual purposes of the leaders and collaborators. Moreover, 
he sees these relationships as operating within a larger context of the organization in which multiple influ-
ence relationships are interacting with one another.
1.7. Summary of entity perspectives
In sum, entity perspectives approach relational leadership from the standpoint of relationships lying in 
individual perceptions, cognition (e.g., self-concept), attributes, and behaviors (e.g., social influence, social 
exchange). They view leadership as an influence relationship in which individuals align with one another 
to accomplish mutual (and organizational) goals. These perspectives assume and center a realist ontology. 
They presume an individually constituted reality, which conveys a view of leadership as a more individ-
ually-based, causal set of factors in the design and development of organizations (Dachler, 1992). More-
over, they have primarily focused on leadership as manager–subordinate exchanges under the condition 
of already “being organized” (Hosking & Morley, 1988). Emerging work in relationship-based leadership, 
however, is beginning to call for expansion of relationship-based approaches beyond the manager–subor-
dinate dyad (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Graen, 2006; Offstein et al., 2006; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000), as well as 
recognition that leadership can occur in any direction (Rost, 1991; Rost, 1995) and that leadership is a rela-
tional property of a group (Hogg, 2001).
In contrast to entity approaches, relational perspectives (Hosking et al., 1995) see leadership as a funda-
mentally social-relational process of organizational design and change (Dachler, 1992). According to Dachler 
& Hosking (1995), because the focus in the individual entity perspective is on properties and behaviors of in-
teracting individuals or organizations, relational processes are left largely untheorized: “What usually gets 
ignored are the social processes by which leadership is constructed and constantly in the making” (p. 15). 
Relations, “are given little explanatory power beyond an unexplicated view that influence results from rela-
tionships between certain properties possessed by interacting entities” (Dachler & Hosking, 1995, pp. 3–4). To 
explain what they mean by this, I turn next to a discussion of “relational” (multiple realities) perspectives.
2. The “relational” (multiple realities) perspective
A relational perspective assumes that social reality lies in the context of relationships—it “takes as pri-
mary the nexus of relations…, rather than focusing on discrete, abstracted phenomena” (Bradbury & Lich-
tenstein, 2000, p. 551). Such a perspective is skeptical of the validity of mental models or inner representa-
tions—rather, it assumes that any formulations of thoughts and assumptions have to be understood in the 
context of ongoing conversations and relations (Holmberg, 2000):
Whereas more traditional approaches…emphasize the interplay between the outer world 
and how this is represented in the minds of actors in ways that lead to more or less effective 
behaviour, a relational understanding is an opportunity to focus on processes in which both 
the actor and the world around him or her are created in ways that either expand or contract 
the space of possible action. (p. 181).
Relational perspectives do not adopt traditional organizational and management language of “struc-
tures” and “entities”; instead, they view organizations as elaborate relational networks of changing per-
sons, moving forward together through space and time, in a complex interplay of effects between individ-
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ual organizational members and the system into which they enter (Abell & Simons, 2000; cf., Sayles, 1964). 
In this way, organizations change as a result of the “co-ordination” of people’s language and actions in re-
lation to each other at all levels and to the ever-changing larger socioeconomic environment (Abell & Si-
mons, 2000). Moreover, power is not a commodity, concentrated within certain individuals, but is distrib-
uted throughout the social field (Foucault, 1977).
Applied to leadership, a relational perspective changes the focus from the individual to the collective 
dynamic (e.g., to combinations of interacting relations and contexts). It sees an appointed leader as one 
voice among many in a larger coordinated social process (Hosking, in press). “Within a relational perspec-
tive appointed leaders share responsibility with others for the construction of a particular understanding of 
relationships and their enactment…leaders and those with whom they interact are responsible for the kinds 
of relationships they construct together” (Dachler and Hosking, 1995, p. 15). Whereas entity approaches fo-
cus their attention on the quality and type of interpersonal relationships that occur among interacting indi-
viduals and groups, relational perspectives emphasize the relational (i.e., “in relation to”)—they view multi-
ple realities of self and other as coevolving, or constructed “in relation” (Hosking, in press).
2.1. Relational constructionism
The most prominent work on relational perspectives in leadership is that of Hosking, Dachler, and col-
leagues (Dachler, 1988; Dachler, 1992; Dachler and Hosking, 1995; Hosking, 1988; Hosking and Fineman, 
1990; Hosking and Morley, 1988; Hosking et al., 1995). Calling for a change in leadership research strat-
egy that switched attention from leaders, as persons, to leadership as process, Hosking (1988) argued that 
“we need to understand leadership, and for this, it is not enough to understand what leaders do [emphasis added]” 
(p. 147). Instead, we must focus on processes—the influential acts of organizing that contribute to the 
structuring of interactions and relationships. In these processes, interdependencies are organized in ways 
which, to a greater or lesser degree, promote the values and interests of the social order; definitions of so-
cial order are negotiated, found acceptable, implemented and renegotiated (Hosking, 1988).
Similarly, Dachler (1992) argued that the main focus of leadership, management and organization re-
search would be better directed at social processes rather than specific content issues (e.g., leader behaviors, 
contents of employee motivation), since such content issues are “not ‘facts of an objective organizational 
reality’, but an emergent reflection of socially constructed realities in constant change” (p. 171; cf., Rost, 
1991). Both Hosking (1988) and Dachler (1992) see leadership as a process of organizing that breaks down 
the traditional distinction between “leadership of people” and “the management of organization.” Rather 
than searching for traits, behavioral styles, or identifying particular types of leaders or people manage-
ment techniques, a relational ontology raises different questions for leadership. For example, it asks how 
the processes of leadership and management in organizations emerge—e.g., how realities of leadership 
are interpreted within the network of relations; how organizations are designed, directed, controlled and 
developed on the bases of collectively generated knowledge about organizational realities; and how de-
cisions and actions are embedded in collective sense-making and attribution processes from which struc-
tures of social interdependence emerge and in turn reframe the collectively generated organizational real-
ities (see Dachler, 1992, p. 171).
The key difference between relational and entity perspectives is that relational perspectives identify 
the basic unit of analysis in leadership research as relationships, not individuals. However, relationships 
have a quite different meaning from entity perspectives:
By relationships we do not refer to the still dominating paradigmatic conception of basically 
instrumental and influence-based notions of interpersonal, intra-group, inter-group and 
other forms of relationships that are still for the most part implied in current theories and 
practice of relational phenomena. … Relationships are inherently communicative … [They 
are] subject to multi-meanings since they are produced and heard by others within a mul-
titude of interdependent contexts … [and] embedded … in complex multiple and simultane-
ously activated relational networks. (Dachler, 1992, p. 173).
As described by Hosking (in press), the reference to relating should not be construed as a reference to one 
person communicating in face-to-face relations with another. Relational researchers are not speaking of inter-
personal or intrapersonal processes between already known actors, but instead of the “relating of written 
and spoken language, as well as the relating of nonverbal actions, things, and events” (Hosking, in press).
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Consistent with this idea, the focus of relational perspectives is on processes of interaction, conversa-
tion, narrating, dialoguing, and multiloguing (Dachler & Hosking, 1995). As described by Abell & Simons 
(2000), relational perspectives adopt a narrative metaphor that engenders:
A shift in our understanding of organizations as ‘things’ towards experiencing them more as 
an array of stories, always in the act of construction whose meaning and relevance is context-
dependent. Meaning is constantly negotiated and renegotiated in the relational act of con-
versation, deriving its meaning within the context of its particular sociocultural location. The 
world is seen as being brought into being via our collaborative ‘storying’ of our experience, 
implying that as humans, we can actively intervene in constructing the societies and organi-
zations we’d like to see emerge (p. 161).
Hence, in a relational constructionist perspective, what is and how we know it are viewed as ongoing 
achievements constructed in sequences of acts/events (Hosking, 2000).
2.2. Sayles (lateral relationships)
Although not purely a relational approach, Sayles (1964) description of organizations as systems in 
which the actions of the manager are embedded not only in an organizational and environmental context 
but within a dynamic and unfolding history of role-bounded interpersonal relationships (Osborn, 1999) 
are more consistent with relational orientations than traditional entity perspectives. As described by Say-
les, because the manager does not have a neatly bounded job but rather is placed in the middle of a stream 
of relationships, much, if not most of a manager’s time is spent on lateral relationships (Ashforth, 1999). 
Management is an iterative and messy interpersonal process in which planning and decision-making are 
not separate managerial activities but rather a social process that is shaped by interactions with others 
(Stewart, 1999). “To the outsider, the organization may appear to be a stable monolith, but to the insider it 
more closely resembles a loosely coupled federation of departments” (Ashforth, 1999, p. 22). The organi-
zation is actively held together not by its policies and rules and procedures, but the web of interpersonal 
relationships that is built through ongoing interaction: “The one enduring objective [of managers] is the 
effort to build and maintain a predictable, reciprocating system or relationship” (Sayles, 1964, p. 258 as 
quoted in Ashforth, 1999, p. 23).
2.3. Drath and Murrell’s “relational leadership”
The relational perspective is consistent with what Drath (2001) and Murrell (1997) individually refer to 
as Relational Leadership. According to Drath (2001), leadership is not personal dominance (the more tradi-
tional leader-centric models) or interpersonal influence (the two-way influence process described by LMX 
and Hollander’s exchange theory) but rather a process of relational dialogue in which organizational mem-
bers engage and interact to construct knowledge systems together. Leadership is generated by bringing 
in increasing numbers of increasingly responsible people to produce an unfolding of ever more involv-
ing and complex knowledge principles. This relational dialogue enhances the capacity of a system to accom-
plish leadership tasks at various levels of complexity. In this way, “the very idea of leadership—what it 
is and how it works and even how people even know it when they see it—is in the process of changing… 
Nothing less than a revolution of mind is required, a shift in order of thought, a reformation of how lead-
ership is known” (Drath, 2001, p. 124).
Murrell (1997) sees leadership as shared responsibility: “Leadership is a social act, a construction of a 
‘ship’ as a collective vehicle to help take us where we as a group, organization or society desire to go” (p. 
35). He describes a model of relational leadership in which the focus is broadened to include “more par-
ties to the process than just the leader,” and “more than just the leader–follower exchange relationship” 
(p. 39). His approach moves past what he calls the hero myth that focuses on the behaviors and character-
istics of the individual leader to understanding the collective act of leadership (Murrell, 1997):
Relational leadership puts the emphasis of study squarely on human processes of how peo-
ple decide, act, and present themselves to each other. In this study it is possible to see rela-
tionships other than those built from hierarchy and those in which nurturing and supporting 
roles could be legitimized as means of influence. It is also possible…to envision transforma-
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tional phenomenon where the social change process occurs well outside the normal assump-
tions of command and control. (p. 39).
Similar to Drath’s (2001) view, Murrell states that by looking more deeply into the relational dynamics 
of organizations we may be on the verge of a completely new way of seeing leadership. He argues that by 
studying leadership that occurs relationally, researchers have an opportunity to account for many more of 
the social forces working to influence group and organizational behavior.
2.4. Summary of relational perspectives
In summary, relational perspectives view leadership as the processes by which social order is con-
structed and changed (Hosking & Morley, 1988). In a relational perspective, self and other are not sepa-
rable but coevolving in ways that need to be accounted for in leadership research (cf., Bradbury & Lich-
tenstein, 2000). As described by Hosking (in press), a relational discourse does not view process as “intra” 
or “interpersonal” or as individual cognitions and acts, but rather as “local–cultural–historical” processes 
that are moving constructions of what is “real and good” (see also Gergen, 1994). Because of this, rela-
tional perspectives do not seek to identify attributes or behaviors of individual leaders but instead fo-
cus on the communication processes (e.g., dialogue, multilogue) through which relational realities are 
“made” (Hosking et al., 1995). They share an emphasis on communication and on language as a means 
of communication (Fairhurst & Putnam, 2004); they see dialogue as a dialectical movement between and 
among human (and nonhuman) phenomena in which true interaction or real meaning emerges in the 
“space between” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000). A relational perspective views leadership as social real-
ity, emergent and inseparable from context (Dachler and Hosking, 1995; Hosking, 1988)—an iterative and 
messy social process that is shaped by interactions with others (Sayles, 1964).
3. Comparing entity and relational perspectives of relational leadership
In comparing these two approaches, we can see common themes emerging across entity and relational 
perspectives that have important implications for leadership research and practice. The most basic un-
derlying theme is the emphasis of both perspectives on relationships, though the meaning of relation-
ship differs across the perspectives. Entity perspectives (e.g., relationship-based leadership) emphasize the 
importance of interpersonal relationships, while relational perspectives (e.g., relational constructionism) 
emphasize the importance of “relating” and relatedness (i.e., the processes and condition of being in rela-
tion to others and the larger social system in constructing the meaning and reality of leadership). The for-
mer focuses primarily on leadership in conditions of already “being organized” while the latter considers 
leadership as “a process of organizing” (Dachler, 1992; Hosking and Morley, 1988).
A second theme is the call for leadership to be considered as separate from management and beyond 
the manager–subordinate dyad (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Dachler, 1992; Graen, 2006; Hosking, 1988; 
Uhl-Bien, 2003). Relational leadership approaches allow for consideration of leadership relationships more 
widely than the traditional focus on the manager–subordinate dyad (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005; Graen, 
2006; Offstein et al., 2006; Seers, 2004; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000). Views of leadership as relational recognize 
leadership “wherever it occurs” (Hunt & Dodge, 2000) and do not fall into the common practice (Bedeian 
& Hunt, 2006) of using the terms leader and manager interchangeably (Drath, 2001; Hosking and Morley, 
1988; Murrell, 1997; Rost, 1991; Uhl-Bien, 2005). Relational leadership also breaks down the distinction be-
tween leader and follower (Rost, 1995). It sees leadership not as management, or managers and subordi-
nates, but instead as an interactive process engaged in by participants (Hosking, 1988; Hosking and Mor-
ley, 1988), collaborators (Rost, 1995), or partners (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000).
A third theme is the need to better understand the context in which leadership is embedded. Work on 
relational and collective self (Brewer and Gardner, 1996; Ritter and Lord, 2006; van Knippenberg et al., 
2004) recognizes that self-concepts are constructed in the context of interpersonal relationships and larger 
social systems. Social identity theory of leadership (Hogg, 2001) offers a framework for how group mem-
bers, acting in relation, engage in social psychological processes that determine whether another will be 
recognized as a leader of the group (cf., Meindl, 1995). Social constructionism sees leadership as embed-
ded in context—person and context are interrelated social constructions made in ongoing local–cultural–
historical processes (Dachler, 1988; Dachler and Hosking, 1995; Hosking, in press). Moreover, network 
theory and extensions of LMX into networks recognize that dyadic relationships are part of a larger sys-
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tem of interacting relationships that comprise organizations and social systems (Balkundi and Kilduff, 
2005; Graen and Graen, 2006; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000).
Despite these similarities, there are also key differences between these approaches (see Table 1). These dif-
ferences lie primarily in the philosophical underpinnings and methodologies used to examine leadership. In 
relational constructionism, no attempt is made to raise one approach or perspective over others, nor is there 
any intention to suggest that there is one true variant of relational to constructionism (Hosking & Bouwen, 
2000). Rather, the ontological emphasis is on leadership as something that cannot be known independently 
and outside of the scientific observer—what is seen is the leadership reality as leadership observers have 
constructed it (Dachler, 1988) (i.e., there are no leadership “truths,” only multiple realities as constructed by 
participants and observers). In entity perspectives, it is assumed that there is an objective reality and the re-
searcher’s job is to uncover facts that reveal this reality; the ontological goal of knowing as completely as 
possible the real nature of leadership is answered through the authority of science (Dachler, 1988).
As such, relational constructionism assumes a relational ontology (i.e., all social realities—all knowledge 
of self and of other people and things—are viewed as interdependent or co-dependent constructions ex-
isting and known only in relation, Hosking & Bouwen, 2000). Entity perspectives adopt a realist ontology, 
viewing individuals in relationships as separate, independent bounded entities (e.g., Dachler and Hosk-
ing, 1995; Gergen, 1994). Moreover, relational constructionism theorizes processes as historical and social 
co-ordinations. Entity perspectives adopt a cognitivist, constructivist approach that theorizes processes as 
individuals performing “internal” cognitive operations (separable from “external” social influences) to 
make sense of and understand how things really are (Hosking & Bouwen, 2000). In terms of methodol-
ogy, relational perspectives assume the primacy of relations (Dachler & Hosking, 1995) and therefore focus 
on communication as the medium in which all social constructions of leadership are continuously created 
and changed. Entity perspectives view relating as an individual act, reduced to one-way causal relations 
with feedback; therefore, the basic unit of analysis is the individual (Dachler, 1988) and studies are opera-
tionalized using individual-level variables (e.g., surveys completed by individual respondents).
The difference in these approaches can be described as modern versus post-modern, but the point in il-
lustrating these differences is not to set up a strict dichotomy or advocate one perspective over the other—
in fact, quite the opposite. The intent is to highlight the key assumptions made by each approach, as well 
as their strengths and weaknesses, so that we can gain a broader understanding of the issues and oppor-
tunities that each has to offer. With a better understanding, we may be able to identify ways to advance 
new learning and new perspectives for the study of relational leadership.
Ontological 
assumptions
Approach to 
process
Approach to 
methodology
View of 
leadership
Entity
Realist (assumes an objective reality) 
• Views individuals in relationships as separate, 
independent bounded entities
Cognitivist, constructivist
• Individuals performing internal cognitive 
operations (separable from external social 
influences) to make sense of and understand how 
things really are
Views relating as an individual act
• These acts are reduced to one-way causal 
relations with feedback; therefore, the basic 
unit of analysis is the individual and studies are 
operationalized using individual-level variables
Emphasizes the importance of interpersonal 
relationships
• Focuses primarily on leadership in conditions of 
already “being organized”
Relational
Relational (assumes a social reality)
• All social realities—all knowledge of self and of other 
people and things—are viewed as interdependent or 
co-dependent constructions existing and known only in 
relation
Constructionist
• Person and context are interrelated social 
constructions made in ongoing local–cultural–historical 
processes
Assumes the primacy of relations
• Focuses on communication as the medium in which 
all social constructions of leadership are continuously 
created and changed
Emphasizes the importance of “relating” and 
relatedness
• Considers leadership as “a process of organizing”
Table 1.  Comparison of entity and relational perspectives
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For example, if we set aside for a moment the key ontological and epistemological differences between 
entity and relational perspectives (e.g., whether reality lies in an individual or in a socially constructed real-
ity) and focus on an objective of enhancing understanding about relational leadership, we can see that the 
biggest practical difference between the two perspectives is in how they approach, or operationalize, process. 
Entity perspectives, although they refer to process (e.g., social exchange, role-making), never really examine it. 
Approaches to study to date have been static, in the sense that if they do address process (which is rare) these 
examinations are limited “snapshots” of relational realities as viewed through the perceptions and reported 
behaviors of respondents (most often using a few variables operationalized with survey questions) (e.g., Uhl-
Bien & Maslyn, 2003). Even with a greater number and more in-depth snapshots (e.g., longitudinal study), 
entity methodologies are limited in their ability to capture process, which requires a more dynamic exam-
ination of relational interactions as events emerge and unfold. Probably because of this, entity perspectives 
have done little to highlight the processes by which relationships develop to produce effective leadership—
as Rousseau (1998) said, we know little about what is inside the “black box” of leader–member exchange.
Relational perspectives focus purely on process in local–historical–cultural contexts, to the extent that 
it is difficult to engage in meaningful theory-building in the traditional sense of the word. As noted by 
Bradbury & Lichtenstein (2000), relational perspectives, which are dynamic approaches, are much harder 
to generalize. Therefore they require new standards of validity, reliability, and trustworthiness that are 
often uncomfortable to entity researchers. Moreover, relational perspectives can be seen as counter to at-
tempts to produce a more unified theory of leadership: “One reason for this may be the inherently com-
plex and psychological assumptions of interdependence and intersubjectivity” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 
2000, p. 561). Meeting the requirements of interdependence (a more complex understanding of causal-
ity) and intersubjectivity (e.g., a strong sense of personal identity) may be difficult for most leadership re-
searchers who received little exposure to these kinds of issues and methods in their research training pro-
grams (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 561).
Without an understanding of the differing assumptions of these approaches and their associated method-
ologies, and with a continued “parting of the ways” or a failure of entity and relational perspectives to “speak 
to one another,” we risk replicating the current state of understanding, thereby limiting our ability to advance 
knowledge regarding relational leadership. Therefore, I argue along with Bradbury & Lichtenstein (2000), that 
a laudable goal is to gain a measure of integration across numerous methodologies: “Both normal, multipersonal sci-
ence and relational science are necessary to generate a more complete understanding of the world” (p. 562).
With this as a background, I now turn to a discussion of Relational Leadership Theory. I intend Relational 
Leadership Theory (RLT) to represent a new framework for leadership theory and research. The objective 
of RLT is to enhance our understanding of the relational dynamics—the social processes—that comprise 
leadership and organizing. The key question asked by RLT is: What are the relational (social) processes by 
which leadership emerges and operates? I contend that we have little understanding currently of these re-
lational dynamics because the vast majority of our existing studies of leadership have neglected to focus 
on process (Hosking, 1988; Hunt and Dodge, 2000; Hunt and Ropo, 1998; Ropo and Hunt, 2000). There-
fore, RLT is, at its core, a process theory of leadership.
In presenting “Relational Leadership Theory” as an overarching framework for the study of the relational 
processes of leadership, I hope to contribute to creating what Hosking describes as a “transitional space” that 
includes “diverse and perhaps radically different ‘paradigms’ (Kuhn, 1970), ‘discourses’ (Deetz, 2000) or ‘in-
telligibility nuclei’ (Gergen, 1994)” (Hosking, in press) that, when considered relative to one another, can help 
illuminate key issues that need to be explored to increase our overall understanding of relational leadership.
4. Toward a framework for Relational Leadership Theory
In the opening quote of this article, Hunt & Dodge (2000) refer to relational perspectives as recogniz-
ing leadership wherever it occurs, not restricted to a single or even small set of formal or informal leaders, 
and in its strongest form, functioning as a dynamic system embedding leadership, environmental and or-
ganizational aspects. Hunt (2004) describes these approaches as including social network analysis (Burt, 
1992), leader–member exchange (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995), lateral and distributive approaches (Osborn et 
al., 1980; Sayles, 1964), and social construction views (Dachler, 1988). We see from the review above that, 
although these approaches can all be considered relational, what they mean by relational is quite differ-
ent. Therefore, the purpose of this discussion is not to present a “unifying” framework, but rather to de-
scribe how these approaches can engage with one another to contribute to and advance a study of Rela-
tional Leadership Theory. By combining efforts and engaging more open dialogue and adaptive tension 
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(Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 2004), we hope to learn more about one of the most fundamental, but 
least understood, aspects of leadership: the relational dynamics of leadership and organizing.
Moreover, as indicated in the review above, Relational Leadership Theory is the study of both relation-
ships (interpersonal relationships as outcomes of or as contexts for interactions) and relational dynamics (so-
cial interactions, social constructions) of leadership. These can be seen as representing the difference be-
tween leadership in the condition of “already being organized” versus the condition of leadership as “a 
process of organizing” (Hosking, 1988). While historically the former has tended to focus less on process 
(and more on identifying associations between existing variables) and the latter more on process (though 
in local processes more than in broader contexts) (Hosking, 1988), in the sections below I describe how 
process can be considered in both perspectives. Before I do this, I offer a brief definition of relational lead-
ership and how it can be distinguished from other types of social interactions.
4.1. Relational Leadership Theory
Relational Leadership Theory is offered as an overarching framework for the study of the relational dy-
namics that are involved in the generation and functioning of leadership. Contrary to other studies of leader-
ship, which have focused primarily on the study of leadership effectiveness, Relational Leadership Theory fo-
cuses on the relational processes by which leadership is produced and enabled. It does not define leadership as 
holding a managerial position, nor does it use the terms manager and leader interchangeably (cf., Bedeian and 
Hunt, 2006; Hosking, 1988). It sees leadership as able to occur in any direction (Rost, 1991); in some variations, 
it may result in the breakdown of the distinction between who is leading and who is following (Rost, 1995), in-
stead reflecting a mutual influence process (Hollander, 1978; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1991; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000).
This is not to say that Relational Leadership Theory (RLT) precludes the study of manager–subordinate 
relationships. These relationships are still important to organizational functioning. However, Relational Lead-
ership recognizes this as just one form of leadership—managerial leadership (cf., Uhl-Bien et al., 2004; Sjostrand 
et al., 2001)—and that other forms may be just as important (e.g., peer, network, upward, adaptive leadership). 
From a relational leadership perspective, “it is possible to see relationships other than those built from hier-
archy … and to envision transformational phenomenon where the social change process occurs well outside 
the normal assumptions of command and control” (Murrell, 1997, p. 39). Non-hierarchical relationships that 
are nurturing and supporting could be legitimized as means of influence, and thus forms of leadership (cf., 
Fletcher, 2004; Gronn, 2002; Murrell, 1997; Pearce and Conger, 2003; Seers, 2004; Uhl-Bien, 2003). This focus 
breaks away from the prevailing socially constructed notion that position in an organization is necessarily a 
reflection of leadership. It allows us to account for more of the social forces working to influence group lead-
ership (Gronn, 1999), and to view leadership responsibility as lying with the collective and not just the indi-
vidual leader (Brown and Hosking, 1986; Fletcher, 2004; Marion and Uhl-Bien, 2001; Murrell, 1997).
Once we remove leadership from the study of managers, however, the challenge is: How do we identify 
whether the relational process is “really” leadership? There are multiple ways in which we could address this. 
One is to use an approach adopted by Dachler and Hosking who identify leadership as a modified form of 
“status” or influence. For example, as defined by Dachler (1988), relational leadership would address the pro-
cesses by which: “(1) some social order is constructed; and (2) structurally differentiated groups emerge who 
proceed to perceive each other’s ‘qualifications’ within constructed realities that become operative through 
the relationships inherent in or constitutive of social order”(p. 270). Hosking & Morley (1988) described lead-
ers as those who consistently contribute certain kinds of acts to leadership processes. For example, partici-
pants are leaders when they: “(1) consistently make effective contributions to social order, and (2) are both ex-
pected and perceived to do so by fellow participants” (Hosking & Morley, 1988). This is also consistent with 
Hogg’s social identity theory of leadership. As described by Hogg (2005): “Leadership is a relational term—it 
identifies a relationship in which some people are able to persuade others to adopt new values, attitudes and 
goals, and to exert effort on behalf of those values, attitudes, and goals” (Hogg, 2005, p. 53).
From this perspective, relational processes are leadership when the social influence that is generated 
contributes to the emergence of social order (i.e., emergent coordination) and new approaches, attitudes, 
goals, etc. (i.e., change). This perspective is consistent with the preceding review in which leadership was 
primarily described as some type of social influence relationship (e.g., Drath, 2001; Hollander, 1978; Graen 
and Uhl-Bien, 1995; Rost, 1991; Sayles, 1964), as well as with views that see leadership as change (Bryman, 
1996). However, it differs in that it adds a perspective of leadership as an outcome (M. D. Mumford, personal 
communication, Feb., 2005)—i.e., leadership is generated in social dynamics—rather than leadership as a 
formal (managerial) role that drives organizational processes.
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Another, but perhaps more problematic, option is to predefine what a leadership relationship is, and then 
measure whether characteristics of that type of relationship are perceived by members in the relationship. 
This is the approach used in LMX theory and Graen’s (2006) new version of LMX–MMX network leadership 
sharing theory (2006). Although this approach is valuable for identifying types of interpersonal relational con-
texts in which individuals operate, as House & Aditya (1997) point out, a problem with this approach is that 
it is too limiting to a specific type of relationship. In other words, although it tells us about LMX relationships 
(or MMX, which is LMX applied to a peer), we learn little about other types of relationships that may occur in 
leadership interactions. Additionally, for our purposes here, we learn little about relational processes.
Therefore, in the section below, I adopt an approach more consistent with the former, and offer a gen-
eral definition of relational leadership as a social influence process through which emergent coordination (i.e., 
evolving social order) and change (i.e., new values, attitudes, approaches, behaviors, ideologies, etc.) are constructed 
and produced. This definition should be applicable to both entity and relational perspectives, since relating 
is a dynamic social process that can be seen as acts of individuals (operating in a context) or as social con-
structions of interacting relationships and contexts; it can be seen as either creating (i.e., “organizing” con-
dition) or shifting (i.e., “organized” condition) organizational processes (i.e., social order and action).
Moreover, Relational Leadership Theory as I present it here is not a theory in the traditional sense of 
the word. It is an overarching framework for a variety of methods, approaches, and even ontologies that 
explore the relational dynamics of leadership and organizing. As described by Fairhurst & Putnam (2004), 
“The function of theory, as Deetz (1992, p. 74) purported, is conception not definition. In other words, the-
ory should direct attention and focus rather than characterize the intrinsic nature of stable objects or mir-
ror fixed attributes among them” (p. 8). Therefore, in the paragraphs below I attempt to direct attention 
and focus on potential questions that could be addressed by RLT, as well as describe some possibilities 
for how these can be tested considering the potential contributions of both entity and relational perspec-
tives. In this discussion, I do not seek to identify whether entity or relational offers the “best” way to ap-
proach the study of relational leadership, but rather, how our perspectives will be informed if we view is-
sues from multiple orientations (Fairhurst & Putnam, 2004).
The discussion below is grounded in the following assumptions (cf., Hosking, 1988; Hosking and Fine-
man, 1990). First, leadership relationships are not restricted to hierarchical positions or roles. Instead rela-
tional leadership occurs throughout the organization: To study the leadership that occurs relationally is to 
“go more deeply into how human behavior is influenced at all levels” (Murrell, 1997, p. 39). Second, lead-
ership relationships are identified by interactive dynamics that contribute to emergence or direction of so-
cial order and action. Third, relational leadership, at a collective level, gets at the “whole process by which 
social systems change and…the socially constructed roles and relationships developed that might be la-
beled leadership” (Murrell, 1997, p. 39). Finally, all relationships occur in a context and this context is im-
portant to the study of relational dynamics (cf., Osborn et al., 2002).
4.2. Exploring relational dynamics
The focus of Relational Leadership Theory research is a better understanding of the relational dynam-
ics—the social processes—that comprise leadership and organizing. Relational Leadership Theory sees 
leadership as the process by which social systems change through the structuring of roles and relation-
ships (Fletcher, 2004; Graen and Scandura, 1987; Seers, 2004; Senge and Kaeufer, 2001; Uhl-Bien, 2003; 
Uhl-Bien, 2005). For example, as described by Murrell (1997):
As leadership is shared and created jointly, so is the responsibility for structuring the organiza-
tion…What this means is that people work together to define and develop their relationships not 
just as questions of influence and leadership, but also as questions of how to keep all of this mov-
ing and working together. How to…[work] becomes a question of how we relate to each other 
and work together. In answering this we lay out a structure…this structure becomes a product 
of the leadership relationships we envision as appropriate to our condition…[In this way] we be-
come more consciously influencing the structure rather than only it influencing us. (p. 40).
Therefore, a key question asked by RLT is: How do people work together to define their relationships 
in a way that generates leadership influence and structuring? As noted in the quote, this question can be 
addressed from the standpoint of individual relationships (e.g., How do people work together to define 
their relationships?) and at a collective level (e.g., How do we keep all this moving and working together 
such that we become more consciously influencing the structure rather than only it influencing us?). In 
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this way, relationships become both an “outcome” of investigation (i.e., How are leadership relationships 
produced?) and a context for action (i.e., How do relational dynamics contribute to structuring?).
4.2.1. Relationships as an outcome
As an outcome, the focus of investigation is on how leadership relationships are produced by social in-
teractions. For example, relationships involve some type of connection or bond between an individual and 
another (a person, group, collectivity, organization, etc.). In some cases, social interactions produce these 
bonds, and in other cases they do not. However, we do not know why relational bonds form in some in-
stances but not in others, or what factors contribute to formation of relational bonds. When social bonds 
(i.e., relationships) do result, they can be characterized as strong ties or weak ties (Granovetter, 1973), as 
well as more positive or more negative in nature (Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003). Moreover, they can be mo-
tivated by instrumental or affective drives (cf., Kellett et al., 2002; Kellett et al., 2006). Once formed, they 
provide a context for behavior—they establish norms and expectations that serve as guidelines for future 
behavior. However, they remain dynamic, e.g., if norms are violated, the relationship is threatened and re-
lationships can dissolve or re-form in positive or negative ways (Uhl-Bien et al., 2000). Interestingly, al-
though there is much theorizing about how leadership relationships develop (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1991; 
Hogg, 2001; Hollander, 1964; Liden et al., 1997; Offstein et al., 2006; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000), we still know 
very little about these processes, and this is especially true if we expand our view of leadership beyond 
the manager–subordinate dyad.
Research addressing questions of how and why relational bonds develop as they do in leadership 
could adopt more of an entity perspective, a relational perspective, or a combination of the two. For ex-
ample, research could examine constructivist concepts of how individuals’ “internal” processes relate to 
how they understand and respond in the development of relationships within a larger context of social 
relations (an entity perspective). This work could continue the focus described above on social self-con-
cept (relational and collective) (Brewer & Gardner, 1996) and relational self-construal (van Knippenberg 
et al., 2004) as they function within relational processes, as well as consider how other variables identified 
as important antecedents in LMX research actually play out in relational dynamics (for reviews see Ger-
stner and Day, 1997; Liden et al., 1997; Schriesheim et al., 1999; Uhl-Bien et al., 2000). Moreover, it could 
consider the role of relational skills in leadership development (Uhl-Bien, 2003; Uhl-Bien, 2005), exploring 
whether some individuals possess a greater understanding of how to more consciously manage exchange 
processes (e.g., testing and reciprocity) to develop more effective relationships in a broader range of rela-
tional situations (e.g., lower v. higher relational favorability) than others, and whether and how individu-
als’ implicit theories of relationships play a role in relationship development processes (Uhl-Bien, 2005).
Other research could adopt a constructionist perspective and examine the “skillful processes” of rela-
tionship development (Hosking, 1988)—the interrelated social, cognitive, and political processes which 
reflect and effect differing values and interests of participants. As described by Hosking (1988), these pro-
cesses involve and create interdependence and inequalities of influence. Leaders are those who make es-
pecially salient contributions, and are recognized as such because participants construe their influence as 
compatible with the means by which they seek to satisfy their own values and interests. Research on rela-
tionships from this perspective would focus on the sense-making activities of participants (Weick, 1995), 
and investigate: a) acts which influence social constructions, b) those who are perceived to make the most 
consistent and significant contributions, and c) why they are perceived to do so (Hosking, 1988). This rep-
resents a view of leadership as a political process in which different participants seek to further differ-
ent, sometimes conflicting values and interests. Therefore, such research would consider values and in-
terests of participants as important reflections of “participants’ constructions of their pasts, presents, and 
futures, along with understandings of cause–effect relationships, the conditions for acceptance or rejection 
of influence attempts, and distributions of resources” (Hosking, 1988, p. 154). These values and interests 
would be considered as central to participants’ constructions of their social order and the terms in which 
they will “do business” (Hosking, 1988) or engage in relationship development.
A pure entity approach could pursue a research program on models like that of Uhl-Bien et al. (2000) 
or Barry & Crant (2000), while a pure constructionist approach would adopt a post-modern discourse that 
“problematizes” leadership, e.g., assuming multiple realities and examining processes to consider how 
leadership relationships are variously constructed in different local–cultural–historical processes (Bry-
man, 1996; Hosking, in press). A combined approach would take a static model like that of Uhl-Bien et 
al. (2000) (see Figure 1 in their article) or Barry & Crant (2000) and “bring it to life” by operationalizing it 
with a richer methodology than using only surveys (and would examine broader relationships than just 
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the manager–subordinate dyad). “Rich” discourse analysis methodologies are available in the communi-
cation literature (see Putnam & Fairhurst, 2001, for a review) that can help “set in motion” the models by 
gathering information about the processes that occur among the interacting individuals (Fairhurst & Put-
nam, 2004). Such techniques include sociolinguistics, conversation analysis, cognitive linguistics, pragmat-
ics (including speech acts, ethnography of speaking and interaction analysis), semiotics, rhetorical and lit-
erary studies, critical discourse analysis, and postmodern studies (Fairhurst & Putnam, 2004). One could 
also use a combination of theoretical modeling with qualitative approaches (Bryman, 2004), grounded the-
ory (Brown and Gioia, 2002; Parry and Meindl, 2002), case studies (Hunt and Ropo, 1998; Ropo and Hunt, 
2000), etc.
Research could also examine the role of emotions in relational processes. Emotions play a key part in 
human interactions and dynamics (Ashkanasy et al., 2000; Humphrey, 2002; Rafaeli and Worline, 2001); 
therefore, future research could explore how various types of emotion are involved in leadership relation-
ship development and, similarly, leadership emergence. As noted by Ashforth & Humphrey (1995), the 
literature on emotions is divided between the (a) social constructionist and symbolic interactionist and (b) 
naturalist and positivist views—perspectives which differ in the extent to which they see emotions as cog-
nitively or socially mediated. These differences, consistent with those between entity and relational per-
spectives, imply different directions in terms of how relational leadership and emotions could be explored. 
The former suggests research directions that focus on how different emotions influence the way individu-
als perceive and interact with others in the process of interpersonal relationship development (e.g, an en-
tity perspective), while the latter would explore how emotion is constructed and spread (i.e., emotional 
contagion) in the human interactions that take place in ongoing local–cultural–historical contexts.
4.2.2. Relational dynamics as a process of structuring
As a process of structuring, or organizing, the focus of investigation in Relational Leadership Theory 
would be on how relational interactions contribute to the generation and emergence of social order. In con-
trast to traditional leadership perspectives that view structure as the prescribed framework of the organi-
zation, directed by managerial leaders, research investigating Relational Leadership Theory as a process of 
structuring (Barley, 1986; Fombrun, 1986; Giddens, 1984; Weick, 2001) or organizing (Dachler and Hosking, 
1995; Hosking and Fineman, 1990) would view structure as “patterned regularity of interaction,” in which 
leadership can result from everyday practices that organizational members participate in to construct the 
very “rules” of organizing that they follow (Willmott, 1981, p. 470; see also Hatch, 1997; Sjostrand et al., 
2001).
For example, structuration theory assumes that organizations bring people into regular interaction 
with one another, and these repeated interactions are the foundation of social order (Dachler and Hosk-
ing, 1995; Hatch, 1997). Although the repeated interactions generate an image that organization is solid 
and stable and that formal managerial leaders are “in charge” of events that occur around them (Sjostrand 
et al., 2001; Streatfield, 2001), in reality, structures are highly dynamic and open to many small changes 
because they depend on the daily reproduction of the interaction patterns that constitute them: “If inter-
action patterns are disrupted or changed, then the social structure is opened to change” (Hatch, 1997, p. 
180). Since leadership is often considered as creating change in organizations (Bryman, 1996), the implica-
tion of structuring is that leadership not only occurs through the managerial role, but also in the “disrup-
tions” of daily interaction patterns that effect change in structure. These changes could be intentional or 
not intentional (i.e., “emergent,” Uhl-Bien et al., 2004).
For example, Hosking (1988) describes how order is negotiated through a process of decision-making 
in which one or more participants conclude that the status quo “is changing, is likely to change, or is in 
need of change, and takes action on that basis” (p. 156). When this occurs, individuals interpret actual and 
potential events in relation to values and interests and in relation to beliefs about causal connections (i.e., 
relationships and networks) (Hosking, 1988). As individuals make decisions about whether and how to 
approach changes to the status quo, the role of networking becomes important:
The concept of ‘networking’ here is used to refer to a major organizing activity, one which 
may make all the difference to whether or not changes in the status quo are understood and 
handled in ways that protect or further values and interests….Networking helps participants 
to (a) build up their knowledge bases and other resources; (b) come to understand the pro-
cesses through which they can promote their values and interests, and (c) translate their un-
derstandings into action. (Hosking, 1988, p. 158–9).
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Therefore, the networking of decision-makers is an important element in establishing the context for 
generation of social order. However, this conceptualization of networking differs from traditional social 
network research in that research in this area would not adopt a methodology that maps and identifies 
the contacts between people. Instead it would focus on the dynamics of relationships (weak and strong) 
and investigate how processes of exchange, influence, and associated values and interests play into these 
processes (Hosking, 1988). It would examine the nature in which order is negotiated, both within and be-
tween groups, and explore what “counts” as leadership in contributing to this process.
Moreover, although structure is most apparent when interactions occur regularly, non-repetitive in-
teractions and even non-interactions among particular groups or individuals may contribute to the social 
structure of the organization (Hatch, 1997). We can see the importance of this in the example of a strategic 
reorganization in which top managers may decide to reorganize but the success of their change effort is 
fully reliant upon whether individuals within the organization decide to change their daily patterns of in-
teraction (Hatch, 1997). Traditional leadership theory has considered this likelihood, but has done so from 
the standpoint of resistance to change in which “subordinates” are noncompliant with directives from 
above. A structuring perspective sees the locus of leadership as not in the top managers and the compli-
ance of followers but, rather, in the interactions that constitute the social structure (see also Weick, 2001). 
Managerial leaders can attempt to influence these patterns of interaction, but they are only one set of play-
ers in the larger relational dynamic of structuring, and often their control is much more illusory than tra-
ditional leadership theory suggests (Sjostrand et al., 2001; Streatfield, 2001).
In sum, the above examples are intended to illustrate some of the possibilities that can be considered by 
Relational Leadership Theory, but avenues for exploring relational leadership dynamics offer a wide variety 
of opportunities for future investigation. A critical factor to understand throughout this discussion, however, 
is that a key difference between relational leadership study and more traditional approaches is the recognition 
that leadership is relational, and cannot be captured by examination of individual attributes alone. Because of 
this, relational leadership, even when entity approaches are adopted, cannot be fully explained by more tradi-
tional leadership variables that do not regard relational context: “Influence in the abstract tells us little about 
the progress of the system represented by ‘leader-with-followers-seeking-results’” (Hollander, 1979, p. 162). 
For example, “Style is a relational concept, and fundamentally different from the idea of a trait because its effect 
and utility very much depend upon the reaction of followers” (Hollander, 1979, p. 163). Therefore, variables that 
are used should truly capture a relational understanding, and methodologies should provide richer insight 
into process and context than has been offered by traditional leadership approaches.
Such methodologies can be found in Bradbury & Lichtenstein’s (2000) review of relationality in organi-
zational research. For example, relational leadership research may benefit from an understanding of partic-
ipatory methods. These methods are “highly interpersonal, requiring direct communication between every-
one involved in the project as to the goals, means, and outcomes of this research” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 
2000, p. 558). As such, they do not presume that the researcher knows the best design or the most appropri-
ate issues to explore—rather the researcher and the organizational participants work in collaboration: “Par-
ticipatory methods allow participants to cooperate in generating mutually defined projects that are accom-
plished through the interactions between researchers and subjects (Heron, 1996). These projects often create 
social change in the process of research engagement …” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 558).
Participatory methods include “insider/outsider research” (Bartunek & Louis, 1996), “appreciative in-
quiry” (Cooperrider & Srivasta, 1987), and “action science” (Argyris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985). In insider/
outsider research the inside knowledge of a specific organization’s practices is combined with a general 
knowledge of an organizational scholar; data are collected and analyzed in a fully collaborative effort be-
tween the insider and the scholar, and the result is model-driven understandings that can be better ap-
plied by organizational insiders (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000). Appreciative inquiry does not adopt the 
more traditional “problem-focused” orientation, as it can act as a constraint on human imagination and 
contribution to knowledge but, rather, posits that “we largely create the world which we later discover” 
(Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 558). In this approach, the researcher enters the situation with an open 
mind and allows the issues to reveal themselves. Action science is based on consultative interactions be-
tween researcher and subjects where participants are encouraged to inquire into the set of assumptions 
and presuppositions that support their behaviors. “The goal is to create ‘usable knowledge’ (Argyris et 
al., 1985, p. ix) by articulating features of a science to inform how we might change the circumstances in 
which we live” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 558). This approach posits that the generation and test-
ing of propositions concerning the variables embedded in the status quo are a core concern to all.
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Relational leadership exploring structuring would benefit from qualitative approaches that “uncover 
the invisible assumptions that generate social structures” (Bradbury & Lichtenstein, 2000, p. 557). Overall, 
this type of work benefits from intensive ethnographic and interview-based methodologies (Barley, 1986; 
Bradbury and Lichtenstein, 2000; Cooren and Fairhurst, 2004). Bradbury & Lichtenstein (2000) offer some 
examples, including Schein’s model of organizational culture (which provides analytic methods for study-
ing assumptions and beliefs that give rise to culture) and Barley’s (1986) structurationist analysis (which 
combines qualitative ethnographic data with quantitative analysis of coded data to see how beliefs trans-
late into tangible organizational systems and structures).
Finally, relational leadership might also explore the role of aesthetics in leadership processes (Grint, 
2005; Heron and Reason, 2001; Ropo, 2005; Strati, 2000). As defined by Taylor & Hansen (2005), the 
study of aesthetics is concerned with knowledge that is created from sensory experiences, e.g., how one’s 
thoughts, feelings and reasoning around their sensory experiences might inform their cognitions. Aesthet-
ics can serve as a means for connection (Taylor & Hansen, 2005), as patterns that connect mind and nature 
(Bateson, 1979), or provide a sense of belonging to or being a part of a social group (Sandelands, 1998). For 
example, aesthetics can be sensory reactions to leadership images (Jackson & Guthey, in press)—images 
that evoke a sense of connection to a depicted leader.
On a more personal level, Ropo (2005) describes aesthetic perspectives to leadership that include re-
actions to beauty and the presence of the living body (e.g., the body as a source of knowing, lived experi-
ences, sensuous perceptions). It could also include senses evoked from the physical places and spaces in 
which humans encounter one another with emotions, multiple voices, listening, touching, and bodily pres-
ence (Ropo, 2005). As applied to relational leadership, this perspective could focus on the aesthetic qual-
ities of either the leader or the follower (i.e., an entity view), as well as consideration of how the relation-
ship looks and feels—e.g., the extent to which it appeals to one’s aesthetic sensibilities, both consciously 
and unconsciously (i.e., the relational view) (B. Jackson, personal communication, September, 2006).
5. Conclusion
Relationships—rather than authority, superiority, or dominance—appear to be key to new forms of 
leadership (Drath, 2001). Yet, while relationships are at the heart of many of the new approaches emerg-
ing in the leadership literature, e.g., distributed (Gronn, 2002), distributive (Brown & Gioia, 2002), shared 
(Pearce & Conger, 2003), post-heroic (Fletcher, 2004), and complexity (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001), we know 
surprisingly little about how relationships form and develop in the workplace. Moreover, investigation 
into the relational dynamics of leadership as a process of organizing has been severely overlooked in lead-
ership research (Hosking, 1988; Hosking and Fineman, 1990).
The predominant approach to the study of relationships in leadership has been LMX theory. Although 
LMX informs us about the value of relationships, and provides a theoretical description of how dyadic re-
lationships form, it has likely reached stage 3 of Reichers and Schneider’s “evolution of concepts” frame-
work (Hunt & Dodge, 2000). As noted by Murrell (1997), the breakthrough in the LMX literature is in 
legitimizing a question of how the relationships of leaders and followers better explain or help direct lead-
ership research. However, to contribute to understanding it would have to evolve into more sociological 
or social-psychology orientations and go beyond the limited focus on dyadic or leader–follower singular 
relationships (Murrell, 1997). To do this, we need to morph what we have learned into a next stage of evo-
lution—into a framework for the study of Relational Leadership Theory. We need to move beyond a focus 
on the manager–subordinate dyad or a measure of relationship quality to address the question of, what are 
the relational dynamics by which leadership is developed throughout the workplace?
Such an approach opens up the possibility for relational leadership as moving toward a more “postin-
dustrial” model of leadership (Rost, 1991)—one that is not hierarchical, can address various forms of re-
lationships (not just dyadic and not just “leader–follower” relationships), focuses on relational dynamics 
(rather than a more static state of relational quality with antecedents and outcomes), and allows us to con-
sider leadership as a process of structuring (Giddens, 1984; Murrell, 1997). Investigating relational lead-
ership will require richer methodologies than over-reliance on cross-sectional survey data using limited 
measures (Bradbury and Lichtenstein, 2000; Bryman, 2004). It would allow us to consider processes that are 
not just about the quality of the relationship or even the type of relationship, but rather about the social 
dynamics by which leadership relationships form and evolve in the workplace. In this way, it moves lead-
ership beyond a focus on simply getting alignment (and productivity) or a manager’s view of what is pro-
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ductive, to a consideration of how leadership arises through the interactions and negotiation of social or-
der among organizational members.
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